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INTRODUCTION

1. Past Work

Considerable exploration work for gold as been conducted 

in this area since the turn of the century and in more recent decades 

for base metals and iron. The Chorzepa claim group is situated in 

the north western corner of McElroy Township. In this vicinity/ 

prospecting and trenching has been conducted, however, this work 

was limited due to glacial overburden cover*

The past work and geology of McElroy Township has been 

compiled and presented in a report by E.M. Abraham entitled "Geology 

of McElroy and Part of Boston Townships", Vol. LIX of Part VI, 1950, 

Ontario Department of Mines.

In 1971, Emil Chorzepa, Prospector conducted some reconnai- 

sance magnetic traverses and VLF-EM work. He outlined a folded 

magnetic anomaly some several hundred feet wide and several thousand 

feet long. The VLF results were inconclusive giving broad crossovers. 

To follow up these geophysical indications, Mr. Chorzepa trenched in 

several locations. In one location, he successfully reached bedrock 

exposing sparse pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite mineralization in a 

cherty rhyolitic host rock. Pyroxenite and mafic volcanics were also 

exposed in the same trench.

2. Current Work

On the basis of the indications of copper-zinc mineralization 

in favourable rocks , Selco optioned the property and has since 

established cut grid lines and conducted geophysical surveys.
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Location and Access

The Chorzepa property consists of 38 contiguous mining 

claims as listed below, situated in the north west corner of 

McElroy Township in the Kirkland Lake area of Ontario, Larder Lake 

Mining Division.

The property is accessible from the Kirkland Lake Larder 

Lake highway via a bush road which progresses to the south west into 

Boston Township.

Property Description

The original property optioned consisted of 30 unpatented
r-1

mining claims, being claims*

L - 317069
L - 248300 to L-248311 inclusive
L-263489 to L-263500 inclusive
L - 264086
L - 318749 and L-318750
L - 318957 and L - 318958

In addition, 8 claims were staked adjacent to this group 

during the period of work. These claims being*

L - 319334 to L - 319339 
L - 319748 and L - 319749

General Geology

In the area covered by this claim group, there are only 

scattered bedrock exposures. The dominant rock type is mafic 

volcanic lavas with some narrow tuffaceous - sediment interflow 

formations. Pyroxenite - periodotite dykes or sills occur in the 

area of the grids. Sparse chalcopyrite and sphalerite was found 

with pyrite mineralization in several outcrops in both the tuffaceous 

rocks and sheared lavas.
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The structural geology is not well known but both 

the airborne magnetic map (map 47-G) and the O.D.M, geological 

map (map no. 1950-3) indicate broad folding with several strike 

directions within the claim group. In the north west part of 

the claim group, strikes are NE-SW and in the east central part 

the strikes are NS while in the southerly claims, strikes vary 

from NS to EW. These attitudes indicate a complex pattern of 

folding. ^

Description of Current Work 

Methodology

Because evidence in the central part of the claim group 

indicated a NS to NNW - SSE strike attitude, the base lines were 

established parallel to this direction.

This strike direction is such that regional airborne 

EM surveys flown either in an NE - SW or NW - SE direction would 

possibly not detect relatively short (500-1000 feet) length conductive 

bodies.

The cut grid consisted of 11.39 miles of line of which 

1.8 miles was base line and 9.6 miles of cross lines spaced at 

approximately 400 foot intervals.

The grid was established to investigate for possible 

conductive anomalies in the vicinity of the trench showing at line 

00 on base line N17OW. The southerly grids were established to 

investigate an area of sparse sulphide mineralization located around 

the NW corner of claim 319334.
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Survey Results 

Magnetometer Survey

Three magnetic high trends are apparent from the survey 

information. The most easterly trend extends from the base line at 

line 24N to 20OE at line 4N. Off the south end of this trend on 

line O at 100E is Mr. Chorzepa's trench which exposed siliceous 

rhyolitic rocks with sparse mineralization. Further to the south 

from line 16S to line 24S in claim 319334 is a possible extension 

of this easterly magnetic anomaly. This anomaly is likely a response 

from a peridotite dyke or sill.

The centre magnetic high trend is parallel to the

easterly trend and may be a folded continuation of the same feature. 

This trend extends from line 8N at 800W to line 4S at 400 east, and 

further to the south from line 12S to line 16S in claims 263499 and 

318958.

The westerly magnetic high trend is quite broad (1200 ft.) 

but of slightly less magnitude than the central and easterly trend. 

The trend may extend from line 12N to line 24S but there are in 

sufficient traverses across it to definitively outline the feature. 

The cause of the magnetic response is not known.

VHEM and VLEM Surveys

T5nly very weak anomalous responses reflecting possible 

bedrock conductivity were encountered from line 2N, 350W to 4S, 

150W. These anomalous readings might be caused by conductive over 

burden associated with a creek in this vicinity. Similar in phase 

readings were encountered on line 8S, 500E.

Weak out of phase readings on line 4N, 500E flank the 

magnetic anomaly but are not considered strong enough to constitute
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a ^Ktlphide concentration.

At several locations steep hills were encountered 

causing cable shortening and coil misorientation resulting in 

high in phase readings both positive and negative.

Geophysical surveys were conducted on the grids using 

a McPhar VHEM, Barringer LEM , and a Barringer G.M* 102, The 

horizontal loop EM survey was first conducted followed by broad 

side and fan array checks with the vertical loop EM. A magnetometer 

survey was conducted over the complete grid with the exception of 

several lines which were not surveyed due to equipment breakdown.

Geophysical Survey Results

Refer to accompanying - VHEM and VLEM Survey Plan

- Magnetometer Survey Plan

Conclusions and Recommendations

No conductive anomalies which would warrant further 

exploration work were encountered in the surveys completed.

Respectively Submitted,

D,A. Hutton - B. Se. Hon. 
DAH:bks F. G. A. C. , P. Eng., Ontario

u H. A. HUYTON ft
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